


Abstract

Large scale engineering as well as natural systems, such as weather, often have high-

dimensional state spaces and exhibit chaotic dynamics. To model the behavior of

such systems, sets of coupled Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) are formulated

and solved using high-performance computing systems. More recently, significant at-

tention has grown toward the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning

(ML) techniques, in particular, using data-driven modeling to learn fast and accurate

surrogate process models trained on high-resolution data obtained from simulations,

or observations of chaotic systems. Echo state networks (ESN), a family of recurrent

neural network algorithms, have emerged as one of the most promising techniques to

learn predictive models of chaotic dynamical systems directly from data.

In spite of their success in learning chaotic dynamical systems from data, there are

many open questions. Some of them are practical engineering concerns such as: how

to choose training parameters (reservoir size, spectral radius, length of training se-

quence) for specific problems, how robust the learned models are to variations in data,

and in training parameters (initialization of random weights, reservoir size, spectral

radius). Others are open theoretical questions such as: why do ESNs work at all, in

particular, which aspects of the underlying dynamical systems are captured by the

learned reservoirs, and which factors determine the prediction horizon of the learned

models. In this thesis, we study these practical and theoretical questions in the con-

text of two models of chaotic dynamical systems, Lorenz63 and Lorenz96, which are

prototypes of more complex weather models.

We show that the predictive performance of the learned models is highly sensitive to

initial conditions — i.e., for different training sequences all of the same lengths but



with different initial states, there is considerable variation in prediction horizon from

0.1 MTU to 3.8 MTU in Lorenz63 and from 0.4 MTU to 2.8 MTU in Lorenz96. We

also show that variations in the initialization of (random) input weights and (ran-

dom) reservoir weights at the start of the training phase yields models with varying

prediction horizon for the very same training sequence. We discuss the implications

of these findings in the construction of robust ESN models for Lorenz systems. To

help explain the observed variations in predictive performance with initial conditions,

and to understand when and why ESNs work, we use dimensionality reduction and

clustering algorithms to visualize the evolution of high-dimensional reservoir states

during training and prediction. Our main finding is that, in a well-trained model,

reservoir states mirror the dynamics of the chaotic system from which the data is

derived. In particular, we can infer the number of dynamical components from the

non-linear clustering of the reservoir states. In the context of Lorenz63, we show that

the sensitivity to initial conditions stems from the locations of the initial condition

relative to the two components of the underlying system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Large scale engineering or natural systems often have high-dimensional state space

and exhibit chaotic dynamics. To model the dynamics of such systems, sets of coupled

Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) and Partial Differential Equations (PDEs)

are required. These equations need supercomputers to be solved numerically.

In modeling chaotic systems such as weather and climate systems, it is required to

account for the non-linear interaction to represent all the dynamics of these systems.

Recently, lots of algorithms were developed under the category of Artificial Intel-

ligence (AI) especially data-driven modeling which can be viewed as a set of fast

surrogate models that are trained on high-fidelity real or simulated data, then they

can be used to analyze and predict future behaviors of these complex chaotic systems.

1.1 Background

Lots of dynamical and chaotic systems have been studied and analyzed by researchers;

such as systems based on Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (KS) or Mackey-Glass differential

equations, or chaotic systems such as Lorenz63, Lorenz96 or climate models. To study

the behavior change of the studied systems, they need to be modeled properly. We

focus on data-driven modeling which includes lots of techniques that were used by

researchers for modeling and prediction of these systems such as deep feed-forward

Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Recurrent Neural Network with Long Short-Term
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Memory (RNN-LSTM) and Reservoir Computer (RC) techniques. This thesis con-

centrates on studying the dynamics of Lorenz63 and Lorenz96 systems using a type

of RC called Echo State Network (ESN).

1.2 Motivation

It is very challenging and interesting to study dynamical and chaotic systems. Such

systems are often modeled based on a set of coupled non-linear partial differential

equations (PDEs), which are solved numerically using supercomputers which is com-

putationally infeasible for many applications. This motivated researchers, with the

aim of making simulation of such system tractable, to develop strategies that involve

solving slow-scale variables through surrogate models. ESN is one of these models

that has been used to model and study chaotic systems. Investigating chaotic sys-

tems such as Lorenz systems and understanding their dynamics using ESN can help

in doing a much better job understanding and analyzing more complex weather and

climate models.

1.3 Problem definition

One challenge for chaotic systems is the need to understand all aspects and variables

that are affecting their chaotic behavior including initial conditions, model parame-

ters, and other experimental factors. For large-scale systems, the number of variables

can be huge and one can end up with an enormous number of experiments trying

to understand the behavior of such systems. Learning the behavior of such systems

can be explored through methods such as Machine Learning (ML). However, it is a

challenge to pick the right ML technique with the right set of parameters since that

usually takes huge computation resources. ESN falls in the category of ML techniques
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that are proven to have the potential to model chaotic systems [1, 2, 3]. However,

we cannot rely on ESN without studying and analyzing its robustness and reliabil-

ity in providing accurate predictions and being able to capture the dynamics and

components of chaotic systems.

1.4 Research goal

One way to understand chaotic systems is to study it through an approximate fast

and reliable surrogate model. In this thesis, we develop visualization programs to

help explain the behavioral change and prediction horizon of Lorenz63 and Lorenz96

systems through the use of ESN as a surrogate model. Specifically, we study the

robustness of ESN with respect to changes to the initialization of the input and

reservoir weights, and changes to initial conditions. We also study the ability of ESN

to capture the components and dynamics of Lorenz systems.

1.5 Research methodology

To achieve the research goal of the thesis, these steps were followed:

• Study the structure of a chaotic dynamical system; in particular the Lorenz63

and Lorenz96 systems.

• Analyze the techniques used to model dynamical chaotic systems in general and

Lorenz63 and Lorenz 96 in particular. Focus on the use of machine learning in

exploring these systems.

• Run experiments with visualization aids to understand the behavior of Lorenz

systems with variations in the training parameters of the surrogate model.
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• Evaluate the quality of the findings regarding the robustness of ESNs used to

model chaotic systems, draw conclusions from the results and provide guidance

for future research directions in this area.

1.6 Thesis outline

This thesis is organized as follows; Chapter 2 covers the background needed to un-

derstand the thesis, along with the attempts done by researchers to understand the

behavior of dynamical and chaotic systems. Chapter 3 contains the developed visual-

ization methods and techniques that were used to study the dynamics of Lorenz63 and

Lorenz96. Chapter 4 explains the running environments, datasets, parameters and

the experimental analysis followed to study the dynamics of Lorenz systems. Chap-

ter 5 summarizes and discusses the observations and learned outcomes of this thesis

and suggests some future directions and open problems to be addressed by interested

researchers. Appendix A lists some important definitions and keywords used in this

thesis, while Appendix B contains some code snippets that can help researchers in

replicating this work.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

A dynamical system is a system that evolves over time. If the state space is a discrete

set, we have a discrete dynamical system, and if the state space is continuous, we

have a continuous dynamical system. A chaotic dynamical system is a system where

two trajectories that start with initial states that are infinitesimally apart diverge

over time. This thesis focuses on studying continuous chaotic dynamical systems;

particularly Lorenz63 and Lorenz96.

2.1 Lorenz systems

Edward Lorenz described what is called the ”Butterfly Effect” in chaos theory. With

a system of non-linear differential equations, he showed that a small change in initial

state can result in large differences in later states. In chaotic systems, which exist in

natural systems such as weather and climate, two starting trajectories that start very

close to each other may end up diverging too far from each other through time. In

other words, chaotic systems demonstrate sensitive dependence on initial conditions.

In the following subsections, we describe in detail two of these chaotic systems that

were first introduced in 1963 and 1996.

2.1.1 Lorenz63

Lorenz described a model [4] where fluid flows in a container whose top and bottom

are cooled, then heated to create a temperature similar to the atmosphere and can
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be modeled through the following three non-linear differential equations:

dx

dt
= σ(y − x)

dy

dt
= x(ρ− z)− y

dz

dt
= xy − βz

x, y and z are functions of time and represent coordinates in three-dimensional space

proportional to the intensity of the convection motion, the difference in temperature

between currents and the distortion of the vertical temperature profile from linearity.

The parameters σ, ρ and β are used to express the chaotic behavior of the system

and they represent Prandtl number, Rayleigh number and a physical dimension of the

environment fluid object. Lorenz revealed the chaotic behavior of the system when

σ = 10.0, ρ = 28.0 and β = 8
3
.

Each Lorenz system has what is called ”attractors” and usually, it is a fixed number in

each system regardless of the inputs, parameters, or initial conditions. An interesting

definition of an attractor is the minimal set of points or patterns of the system to

which all trajectories eventually converge and form clusters or components. A nice

metaphor for a system with two attractors is the two goal lines in a football field

or the two goals in soccer or handball fields; no matter where the ball is and the

players are, they will change their positions/states and the state of the ball and draw

their trajectories towards these attractors to score and win the game. For Lorenz63,

researchers proved that this system has two attractors shaped as ”butterfly wings”

[5] in three-dimensional space as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 : Lorenz63 attractors

2.1.2 Lorenz96

A simple model was developed by Edward Lorenz in 1996 [6] to analyze complex

challenges regarding the predictability of spatially extended chaotic systems such as

the atmosphere. In this thesis, we focused on the multi-scale Lorenz96 system that

has been introduced [7] as a model for the multi-scale climate system and is defined

by the following three coupled non-linear differential equations:

dXk

dt
= Xk−1(Xk+1 −Xk−2) + F − hc

b

�

j

Yj,k

dYj,k

dt
= −cbYj+1,k(Yj+2,k − Yj−1,k)− cYj,k +

hc

b
Xk −

he

d

�

i

Zi,j,k

dZi,j,k

dt
= edZi−1,j,k(Zi+1,j,k − Zi−2,j,k)− eZi,j,k +

he

d
Yj,k
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In the above equations, h is the strength of the coupling between spatial scales. The

parameters b and c are used to describe the relative magnitudes and evolution speeds

of the two tiers of variables. The parameters d and e represent the magnitude and

evolution speed ratios of the Y and Z variables.

The system becomes very chaotic for a large value of the external forcing parameter

F = 20. Each of the indices i, j, k take integer values from 1 to 8, therefore X has 8

elements, Y has 64 and Z has 512 elements. In such a system, X has large amplitudes

and slow variability and represents the low-frequency variability of large-scale circu-

lation. Y and Z have relatively small amplitudes and high-frequency variabilities.

Unlike Lorenz63 described in the previous subsection, it has been a struggle to de-

termine the number of components in Lorenz96. Researchers did some efforts to

understand the chaotic dynamics of Lorenz96 using a model [8] relevant to fluid

convection and the atmosphere. By varying the external forcing F and the system

size represented in the number of variables N , some interesting observations were

recorded. Small size systems with low values of F produced complicated dynamics

with windows of periodic and chaotic dynamics. While increasing the system size and

holding F fixed, extensive chaos occurred when the exponent relating the dimension

and the system size is equal to the number of spatially extended directions.

In this thesis, the fully data-driven approach used does not have to know Y (t) and

Z(t) at any time and the evolution of X(t) is determined and predicted using knowl-

edge of the past observations of X leading to low computational costs. In this thesis,

we only focus on studying the dynamics of Lorenz96 based on the behavior of X.
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2.2 Recurrent neural networks (RNNs)

RNN is a type of neural network (NN) that is used for applications or domains with

sequential or time series data. Such applications include machine translation, speech

recognition, DNA sequencing, and modeling system dynamics. The structure of a

typical NN shown in Figure 2.2 has an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and

an output layer. The network is trained on a set of pre-labeled data (i.e., images of

cats and dogs) with the objective of reducing the error. Once the training is over,

the weights of the trained network are used to predict or classify new batches of data

through the testing phase. It is important to note that once an image is classified

during the testing phase, the weights are not changed to affect any later classifications.

On the other hand, RNN takes not only the input sequences but also the previous

state(s) as shown in Figure 2.3. This is very much like how humans make decisions

in their daily life. Humans combine present data or observations with recent past

activities or memories to decide on the problem in hand. The decision/state at time

t− 1 affects the decision taken or state at time t which can be formulated as:

st = f(st−1, xt)

st is the new state, st−1 is the previous state and xt is the input data at time t.

Note that the new state might take into account more than a single previous state.

Using fair memory storage to train a few data points (100 values) through a simple

RNN architecture [9], it was successful to make one step and multi-step accurate val-

ues predictions of chaotic time-series (i.e., Lorenz 1963 and Mackey-Glass differential

equation) with specific parameters and initial conditions. After multiple experiments,

the RNN model with the best results consisted of 4 inputs, one hidden layer of 10

fully connected neurons and an output layer.
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Figure 2.2 : A typical architecture of a feed-forward network

The next subsections describe different types of RNNs [10] along with their applica-

tions and usages in learning dynamical systems.

2.2.1 Long short-term memory (LSTM)

Traditional RNNs suffer from what is called ”vanishing gradient problem” which can

be explained as: in each iteration of the training phase (Epoch), the neural network’s

weights are updated according to the partial derivative of the error function with

respect to the current weight of the iteration. The problem occurs when the gradient

is very small, which can prevent weights from changing their values. Hence, this may

stop the neural network from further training. LSTMs solve this problem and can
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Figure 2.3 : A simple RNN architecture

learn long-term dependencies through the architecture presented in Figure 2.4. The

sigmoid layer (σ) outputs a number between zero and one, describing how much of

each component, either if it is an input xt or output ht, should be let through. Zero

means ”let nothing through” while one means ”let everything through”. Researchers

can change this architecture to account for the amount of previous information to

include in the decision of the next output.

Data-driven forecasting using LSTM [11] was used for modeling and predicting a re-

duced version of some chaotic dynamical systems (Lorenz96, The Kuramoto-Sivanshinsky

(KS) Equation, and a barotropic climate model). The LSTM was trained based on

a time-series data of a reduced order space of the system and were used to predict

the state derivatives through first-order forward differences. The LSTM network was
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Figure 2.4 : An LSTM with four interacting layers

trained with no prior knowledge of the system in-hand or its equations and it showed

better performance than other techniques [i.e., Mean Stochastic Model (MSM), Gaus-

sian Process Regression (GPR) and a mix between them (GPR-MSM)] in short-term

predictions. However, it was shown that LSTM diverges faster than the other tech-

niques in cases of increased chaos, which may result from the ignorance of some

attractor regions of the systems.

2.2.2 Reservoir computing (RC)

RCs are subsets of RNNs. The major advantage of RC compared to other RNN

techniques is its fast learning resulting in a low training cost. The weights between

neurons are constant, but the weights from the neurons to the network output are

changed during training. The name ”reservoir” [5] is because neurons are treated as

a reservoir of dynamics that reflect the input data and we draw from this reservoir

to construct the output. Figure 2.5 reveals the interesting structure of a reservoir
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computer. u(t) represents the input, x(t) represents the neurons of the reservoir and

y(t) is the output of the network. The blue arrows represent the weights Win between

the input layer and the reservoir, the black arrows are for the weights W between the

neurons of the reservoir, the green arrows refer to Wout which are the weights from

the reservoir to the output layer, while the red arrows represent the feedback weights

Wfb from the output back to the reservoir neurons.

Figure 2.5 : A reservoir computer-type RNN

In the RC method, Win,W,Wfb are fixed, while we only compute Wout. The hidden

network x(t) becomes ”a reservoir” and a reflection of the input signal and acts as a

non-linear expansion of it. The time-dependent output variable y(t) in this network

is defined as:

yi(t) =
N�

j=1

[Wout]i,jxj(t)

[Wout]i,j are the elements in Wout. During training, we solve a simple regression

problem by minimizing the following error function between output y and the ground
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truth ȳ for each output dimension i = 1, ..., L:

T�

n=1

� N�

j=1

[Wout]i,jxj(t)− ȳi(n)
�2

• Spectral radius ρ(W ) defines the largest absolute eigenvalue of the reservoir

connection matrix W . It represents how much to keep from previous inputs

to determine the current state. In other words, how much the current state

is determined by previous inputs vs. the initial state. The spectral radius is

related to the ”echo state” property. Lots of discussions about the relationship

between the value of the spectral radius and the echo state property [12] and

if the reservoir is said to have this property if ρ < 1 or if it is possible as well

for other values or ranges of ρ ≥ 1. More discussion about Echo state networks

(ESNs) in the next subsection.

• Density dW is the fraction of nonzero entries in the connection matrix W. This

controls the level of sparsity in the matrix. The lower the density the faster the

computation times for large networks.

• Reservoir Size N is the number of neurons in the reservoir.

Two important aspects must be considered when designing the reservoir to act as

an observer for non-linear systems; memory and nonlinearity. Linear ”memory” is

the ability of the reservoir to remember past inputs, while non-linear computation

”nonlinearity” is the ability of the reservoir to construct outputs that are not a simple

linear combination of past and current states, but has a non-linear component in the

output calculation. Both aspects are combined into an expansion function that is

applied to the input of the network to construct the reservoir states that are used

to produce the output. Lots of activation functions can act as expansion functions
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including quadratic activation functions, strictly non-linear activation functions and

strictly linear functions. The more chaotic is the system, the more the need for the

expansion function to have a non-linear component.

Using a class of RCs called Echo state network (ESN), researchers were able to train a

system to learn linear and non-linear relationships and transformations between a pair

of images [13] (i.e., an image and a 90 degrees rotation of the image) and be able to

determine the same relationship or transformation for unseen image-pairs. Using dif-

ferent inputs, the reservoir state was able to capture different patterns that represent

the image-pairs relationship. The attractors were detected by clustering the reduced

version of the reservoir states using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Hence, the

reservoir only learns the patterns from the 100 largest principal components of each

reservoir state, which are reduced further by the t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor

Embedding (t-SNE) technique [14]. The performance was good using a sparse reser-

voir and we might need a more complex version when dealing with more complex

systems.

RC was used to replicate attractors and approximate Lyapunov exponents (λ) [1] us-

ing the time-series data from both Lorenz63 system and Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (KS)

equation. The model, without any knowledge of the systems’ equations, was able to

calculate the positive and zero exponents with a very good approximation. However,

it was less accurate in approximating negative exponents. A continuation of this work

was done to show the scalability of RCs [2] applied to the KS equation as an example

of a spatiotemporal chaotic system. An interesting review was made to summarize

the recent trends in RC which focused mainly on Physical RCs [15] that are coupled

with physical systems or devices such as Electronic RC, Photonic RC, and Mechanical

RC. Although it is very interesting to have Physical RCs, we focused in this thesis
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on Conventional RC and in specific ESNs which is covered in the next subsection.

2.2.3 Echo state network (ESN)

An ESN is a type of RNNs, part of the RC framework, which has the following

characteristics:

• The input weights Win and the hidden layer ”reservoir” weights W or Wr are

randomly assigned and not trainable, while the weights of the output neurons

Wout are trainable and can be learned for the network to reproduce the learned

patterns.

• The reservoir is very sparse and might have around 10% of connectivity.

• The reservoir architecture creates a recurrent non-linear embedding of the input

which can be then connected to the desired output and these final weights will

be trainable.

• It is possible to connect the embedding to a different predictive model (i.e., a

trainable NN or an SVM) for classification problems.

ESN should be used instead of traditional NN architectures as they suffer from the

vanishing gradient problem explained in subsection 2.2.1. Consequently, the parame-

ters and the weights in the hidden layers of the NN either don’t change that much or

they lead to numeric instability and chaotic behavior. On the other hand, ESNs don’t

suffer from this problem. Besides, traditional NN architectures are computationally

expensive while ESNs are faster as there is no backpropagation in the reservoir. Also,

ESNs are well suited for chaotic systems and have better performance than traditional

NNs and LSTMs [3] for Lorenz96 in particular.
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Usually, ESN goes through the following steps for training and prediction; however,

our research steps will be mentioned in details in Chapter 3, which have lots of simi-

larity with the following steps:

• Choose the size of the reservoir R and other parameters controlling the reservoir

such as the spectral radius and density along with defining the length of training

and prediction.

• Given X input variables, T is the number of time steps and N as the number

of observations in the dataset; generate input weights Win of size (X, R) by

sampling from a random binomial distribution.

• Generate the reservoir weights Wr of size (R, R) by sampling from a uniform

distribution with a given reservoir density.

• Calculate the high dimensional state representation H as a non-linear function

f to define each state of the input at the current time step x(t) multiplied by

the internal weights Win added to the previous state multiplied by the reservoir

matrix Wr. H at time step t can be represented as:

h(t) = f(Winx(t) +Wrh(t− 1))

• An optional step is to run a dimensionality reduction technique, such as PCA,

on H to reduce the dimensions of input from X to D given that D has much

fewer dimensions than X (D<< X).

• Create an input representation using the reservoir and train it to map states t

to t+1. One possible representation is to use the matrix of all calculated slopes

and intercepts.
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• Connect the embedding described above to the desired output, either by using

a NN structure which will be trainable or by using other types of predictors.

A tutorial for ESNs with examples [16] was made that show the achievements of

this technique in the context of different applications. The tutorial demonstrated the

principles of ESNs by showing examples of how to train an RNN for different sinewave

generators. It also introduced an approach very similar to ESNs called Liquid State

Machine (LSM) which was designed with the goal of modeling and understanding

biological neural networks.
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Chapter 3

Materials and Methods

In this chapter, we describe the structure of the ESN used in our experiments in

addition to details of the dimension reduction and visualization library (UMAP) used

in our analysis in Chapter 4.

3.1 ESN to study the dynamics of Lorenz63 and Lorenz96

The ESN used has the same structure described in subsection 2.2.3 but without the

feedback weights Wfb as part of the ESN model which is known to be part of the

typical RC architecture as mentioned in subsection 2.2.2. The ESN used in this

thesis follows the ESN framework mentioned in subsection 2.2.3 with the following

structure and characteristics:

The ESN has a a reservoir with D neurons. The connectivity of the reservoir neurons

is represented by the adjacency matrix A of size DXD whose values are drawn from

a uniform random distribution on the interval [-1, 1]. The state of the reservoir,

representing the activations of its constituent neurons, is a vector r(t) ∈ RD.

The ESN has two other components; an input-to-reservoir layer with weight matrix

Win and a reservoir-to-output layer with weight matrix Wout. In this thesis, we ignore

the feedback weights Wfb from the output layer back to the reservoir neurons. The

inputs for training are N sequential samples of X(t) ∈ R3 for Lorenz63 and X(t) ∈ R8

for Lorenz96.
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At the beginning of the training phase both A and Win are chosen randomly and kept

fixed; i.e., they do not change during training or testing. During training only the

weights of Wout are updated. The equations for the training phase can be summarized

in the following two equations:

r(t+Δt) = tanh(A r(t) +Win X(t))

Wout = argminWout ||Wout r̃(t)−X(t)||+ α||Wout||

||v|| is the L2 norm of a vector v while α is the L2 regularization (ridge regression)

constant. In order to catch the dynamics of the system properly, the columns of the

matrix r̃ should be chosen as non-linear combinations of the columns of the reservoir

state matrix r where each row of the matrix r is a snapshot r(t) of size D. Therefore,

as introduced by [1] r̃ is computed as having the same even columns of r while its

odd columns are the square of the odd columns of r. However, in this thesis we used

algorithm T2 introduced by [3] which keep the even columns in r̃ the same as the

corresponding in r, but change the odd columns of r̃ to be the multiplication of the

values of the previous two columns in r:

r̃i,j = ri,j−1 ri,j−2

In order to do the prediction, the following equation can be used:

v(t+Δt) = Wout r̃(t+Δt)

Then, the prediction vector for t timesteps to be stored in the input vector X:

X(t+Δt) = v(t+Δt)

Figure 3.1 shows the ESN architecture used in this thesis for both Lorenz63 and

Lorenz96 systems.
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Figure 3.1 : ESN architecture used for both Lorenz63 and Lorenz96 systems

3.2 Reducing and visualizing high-dimensional data using

UMAP

Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection for Dimension Reduction (UMAP)

[17] is a learning and visualization technique that can be used for dimensionality

reduction and clustering. Figure 3.2, from the UMAP documentation, shows the

UMAP visualization capabilities by providing a clear separation of the 10 data clus-

ters representing the digits from 0-9 using the MNIST dataset. UMAP is similar to

PCA when applying dimensionality reduction, but a little bit different than k-means

when it does clustering. Table 3.1 shows a comparison between UMAP and k-means

based on three different aspects.

UMAP can be described in two phases; first is a particular weighted k-neighbour graph

is constructed, then a low dimensional layout of this graph is computed. As men-
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Figure 3.2 : UMAP separated clusters of the MNIST dataset

UMAP KMeans

No need to specify no. of clusters Need to specify no. of clusters

Non-linear method Linear method

Point position based on UMAP parameters Point belongs to cluster with nearest mean

Table 3.1 : UMAP vs. KMeans

tioned in the UMAP documentation four hyper-parameters are essential for UMAP

to learn the manifold structure of the data and find a low dimensional embedding

that preserves the essential topological structure of that manifold:

• n neighbors controls the way to learn the manifold structure of the data; either

you want to focus on the big picture or the local details. Thus, this parameter

determines the number of neighboring points used in approximating the mani-

fold structure; low values of this parameter enable UMAP to concentrate on the

local structure and details of the manifold, while large values force UMAP to

look at more neighbors of each point when looking into the manifold structure
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and lose local details in the favor of getting the big picture of the manifold.

In general, this parameter takes values in the range from 5 to 50 in practice

with a default value of 15. It is important to note that for UMAP to do di-

mensionality reduction the value of n neighbors must be less than the number

of rows of the dataset to be reduced.

• min dist controls how closely UMAP is to group points by providing the min-

imum distance apart these points to be considered in the reduced space. Thus,

low values of min dist will result in embeddings that have clumps which is useful

if you want to do clustering while larger values of min dist will prevent UMAP

from packing points together and concentrate instead on the preservation of the

broad structure of the data.

The allowed range of values of this parameter is 0.0 through 0.99 with the de-

fault values as 0.1, however, the sensible and practical range of values is 0.001

through 0.5.

• n components determines the dimensionality of the reduced embedding space.

Unlike some other visualization algorithms such as t-SNE [14], UMAP scales

well in embedding dimension, so you can use it to visualize data beyond 2D

or 3D spaces. Working with machine learning techniques, it can be useful to

work in a larger embedding dimension (10, 20 or 50) that is close enough to the

manifold dimension where the data lies. The default value for n components is

2.

• metric controls how distance is computed in the space around the input data.

UMAP accepts user-defined metrics that are successfully compiled in nopython

mode by numba library. Also, UMAP supports a wide variety of metrics with
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”Euclidean” as the default metric:

– Minkowski style metrics:

∗ Euclidean: The Euclidean distance between two pointsX = (x1, x2, ..., xn)

and Y = (y1, y2, ..., yn) ∈ Rn can be defined as:

DEuclidean(X, Y ) =

����
n�

i=1

(xi − yi)2

∗ Manhattan: The Manhattan distance between two pointsX = (x1, x2, ..., xn)

and Y = (y1, y2, ..., yn) ∈ Rn can be defined as:

DManhattan(X, Y ) =
n�

i=1

|xi − yi|

∗ Chebyshev: The Chebyshev distance between two pointsX = (x1, x2, ..., xn)

and Y = (y1, y2, ..., yn) ∈ Rn can be defined as:

DChebyshev(X, Y ) = max(|xi − yi|), i = 1, ..., n

∗ Minkowski: The Minkowski distance is as a generalization of both the

Euclidean and Manhattan distances. The Minkowski distance of order

p between two points X = (x1, x2, ..., xn) and Y = (y1, y2, ..., yn) ∈ Rn

can be defined as:

DMinkowski(X, Y ) =
� n�

i=1

|xi − yi|p
� 1

p

– Miscellaneous spatial metrics:

∗ Canberra: The Canberra distance is a weighted version of the Man-

hattan distance. The Canberra distance between two points X =

(x1, x2, ..., xn) and Y = (y1, y2, ..., yn) ∈ Rn can be defined as:

DCanberra(X, Y ) =
n�

i=1

|xi − yi|
|xi|+ |yi|
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∗ Braycurtis: The Bray-Curtis distance between two pointsX = (x1, x2, ..., xn)

and Y = (y1, y2, ..., yn) ∈ Rn can be defined as:

DBraycurtis(X, Y ) =
n�

i=1

|xi − yi|
(xi + yi)

∗ Haversine: The Haversine formula calculates the shortest distance be-

tween two points on a sphere using their latitudes and longitudes

X = (laX , loX) and Y = (laY , loY ) measured along the surface as:

DHaversine(X, Y ) = 2rsin−1

�
sin2(

laY − laX
2

) + cos(laX)cos(laY )sin2(
loY − loX

2
)

r is the radius of the Earth(3,958.8 mi = 6,378.1 km)

– Normalized spatial metrics:

∗ Mahalanobis: The Mahalanobis distance between two vectors X and

Y , and S is the covariance matrix between them, can be defined as:

DMahalanobis =
�

(X − Y )TS−1(X − Y )

∗ Seuclidean: This is the Euclidean distance standardised against a

vector of standard deviations per coordinate. The Standardised Eu-

clidean distance between two points X = (x1, x2, ..., xn) and Y =

(y1, y2, ..., yn) ∈ Rn and standard deviation V = (v1, v2, ..., vn) can be

defined as:

DSeuclidean(X, Y ) =

����
n�

i=1

(xi − yi)2

vi

∗ Wminkowski: This is a weighted version of the Minkowski distance.

The weighted Minkowski distance of order p between two points X =

(x1, x2, ..., xn) and Y = (y1, y2, ..., yn) ∈ Rn and W = (w1, w2, ..., wn)

are some given weights can be defined as:

DWminkowski(X, Y ) =
� n�

i=1

wi|xi − yi|p
� 1

p
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– Angular and correlation metrics:

∗ Cosine: The Cosine distance between two points X = (x1, x2, ..., xn)

and Y = (y1, y2, ..., yn) ∈ Rn can be defined as:

DCosine(X, Y ) = 1−
�n

i=1 xiyi��n
i=1 x

2
i

��n
i=1 y

2
i

∗ Correlation: The Correlation distance between two pointsX = (x1, x2, ..., xn)

and Y = (y1, y2, ..., yn) ∈ Rn where x̄, ȳ are the means of the values of

X and Y, can be defined as:

DCorrelation = 1−
�n

i=1(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)��n
i=1(xi − x̄)2

�n
i=1(yi − ȳ)2

– Metrics for binary data:

∗ Hamming: The Hamming distance between two binary strings (X,Y)

of the same length is the number of positions in which the two bits

from both strings are different. Also, it can be defined as the number

of ones after performing XOR between X and Y where COUNT gets

the number of ones resulting from the bitwise XOR operation:

DHamming = COUNT (XOR(X, Y ))

∗ Jaccard: The Jaccard distance measures dissimilarity between two

binary sets (X,Y). It can be calculated by dividing the difference of

the sizes of the union and the intersection of the two sets by the size

of the union where COUNT gets the number of ones resulting from

the bitwise OR and AND operations:

DJaccard =
COUNT (OR(X, Y ))− COUNT (AND(X, Y ))

COUNT (OR(X, Y ))
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∗ Dice: The Dice distance between two binary sets (X,Y) can be calcu-

lated as follows where COUNT gets the number of ones resulting from

the bitwise not equal (�=) and AND operations:

DDice =
COUNT (X �= Y )

2 ∗ COUNT (AND(X, Y )) + COUNT (X �= Y )

∗ Russellrao: The Russellrao distance between two binary sets (X,Y)

can be calculated as follows where COUNT gets the number of ones

resulting from the bitwise AND operation, and N is the length of X

and Y:

DRussellrao =
N − COUNT (AND(X, Y ))

N

∗ Kulsinski: The Kulsinski distance between two binary sets (X,Y) can

be calculated as follows where COUNT gets the number of ones re-

sulting from the bitwise not equal (�=) and AND operations, and N is

the length of X and Y:

DKulsinski =
COUNT (X �= Y )− COUNT (AND(X, Y )) +N

COUNT (X �= Y ) +N

∗ Rogerstanimoto: The Rogers-Tanimoto distance between two binary

sets (X,Y) can be calculated as follows where COUNT gets the number

of ones resulting from the bitwise not equal (�=) operation, and N is

the length of X and Y:

DRogerstanimoto =
2 ∗ COUNT (X �= Y )

N + COUNT (X �= Y )

∗ Sokalmichener: The Sokal-Michener is the same as the Rogers-Tanimoto.

It can be calculated as follows where COUNT gets the number of ones

resulting from the bitwise not equal (�=) operation, and N is the length
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of X and Y:

DSokalmichener =
2 ∗ COUNT (X �= Y )

N + COUNT (X �= Y )

∗ Sokalsneath: The Sokal-Sneath distance between two binary sets (X,Y)

can be calculated as follows where COUNT gets the number of ones

resulting from the bitwise �= and AND operations:

DSokalsneath =
COUNT (X �= Y )

0.5 ∗ COUNT (AND(X, Y )) + COUNT (X �= Y )

∗ Yule: The Yule distance between two binary sets (X,Y) can be calcu-

lated as follows where COUNT gets the number of ones resulting from

the bitwise operation for the following functions, and N is the length

of X and Y:

ftt = XANDY

ftf = XAND(NOTY )

fft = (NOTX)ANDY

COUNT (fff ) = N − COUNT (ftt)− COUNT (ftf )− COUNT (fft)

Thus, Yule distance is defined as:

DY ule =
2 ∗ COUNT (ftf ) ∗ COUNT (fft)

COUNT (ftt) ∗ COUNT (fff ) + COUNT (ftf ) ∗ COUNT (fft)

Given that the data used in the thesis are coming from the chaotic Lorenz63

and Lorenz96 systems, therefore the binary data metrics won’t be useful. We

thought that the most suitable metrics are the common ones used by researchers

which are: ”Euclidean”, ”Cosine” and ”Correlation” metrics.
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UMAP has lots of significant features that made it one of the most used tools for

dimension reduction, clustering, and visualization in recent years. In addition to its

support to a wide variety of distance metrics, UMAP is fast when it comes to dealing

with high dimensional datasets and it scales better than most other packages. UMAP

as a dimension reduction technique can be used as a prepossessing step to other Ma-

chine Learning (ML) tasks such as clustering. Furthermore, UMAP supports both

supervised and semi-supervised dimension reduction for labeled or unlabeled data.

UMAP and similar techniques such as t-SNE have been used a lot in many domains

for various reasons. A variant approach of t-SNE that uses a different minimization

function with a linear computational complexity [18] was developed to optimize ten-

sor web computations. Conditional t-SNE [19] searches for an embedding such that

a distribution defined in terms of distances in the input space is well-approximated

by a distribution defined in terms of distances in the embedding space after condi-

tioning on prior knowledge. Visualizing graph data has been a challenge to many

techniques including classical t-SNE, therefore GraphTSNE [20] produces visualiza-

tions that account for both graph structure and node features. It is based on scalable

and unsupervised training of a graph convolutional network on a modified t-SNE loss.

Due to its visualization capabilities of embedded data, UMAP has been extensively

used in biology-related applications. UMAP based on Euclidean distance metric [21]

was used to process and visualize large scale 4D scanning transmission electron mi-

croscopy of local atomic diffraction patterns. UMAP was able to cluster the False

Positives (FP) of lung nodules marked by a Computer-Aided Detection (CAD) sys-

tem for thoracic computer tomography [22]. The visual images of UMAP can help

in improving CAD systems and enable neural network methods to perform better

when trained on better clusters. Similar clustering was done by UMAP using three
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well-characterized mass cytometry and single-cell RNA sequencing datasets[23]. This

resulted in identifying clusters of genes that correspond to protein complexes and

pathways and in finding novel protein interactions even within well-characterized

complexes [24].

A valid question to be asked is why to use UMAP and not t-SNE or a variation of

it. Recent application-related comparisons and evaluations of both techniques show

an edge of UMAP over t-SNE. In analyzing multiplex-immunofluorescence derived

single-cell data [25], both techniques provide similar data clusters with UMAP pro-

viding a more clear branching and separation of clusters. However, UMAP had a

clear advantage over t-SNE in runtime while increasing the size of data. A similar

evaluation was done to compare the performance of both techniques in dealing with

high-dimensional cytometry and single-cell RNA sequencing [26] and it also confirms

the faster runtime and meaningful organization of cell clusters using UMAP compared

to t-SNE. Table 3.2 shows the benefits of using UMAP over t-SNE [14].

UMAP benefits over t-SNE

UMAP often performs better than t-SNE at preserving global structure of the data.

UMAP is faster and more scalable than t-SNE when dealing with high dimensional data.

UMAP supports various distance functions including non-metric distance functions.

Table 3.2 : UMAP benefits over t-SNE
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Chapter 4

Experiments and Analysis

In the first section, we discuss the experiments performed to analyze Lorenz63. The

experiments and analysis related to Lorenz96 are covered in the second section. The

last section summarizes the findings of the experimental analyses on both Lorenz sys-

tems. All computational resources, on the Wrangler cluster at Texas Advanced Com-

puting Center (TACC), were provided by the NSF XSEDE allocation ATM170020.

Table 4.1 presents the main technical specifications of the Wrangler cluster at TACC.

The experimental dataset for Lorenz63 is based on the parameters mentioned in [4],

shown in Table 4.2, and the numerical solver implementation in the GitHub repository

mentioned in Appendix B. The experiments for Lorenz96 are based on the param-

eters from [3] and the dataset provided through the GitHub repository attached to

that paper. The parameters used to generate the Lorenz96 dataset are presented in

Table 4.3.

In this chapter, the experimental analyses test the robustness of ESN in prediction as

a function of a) the random initialization of input weights Win and reservoir weights

A at the start of the training phase, b) the choice of initial condition (IC) to start

the training sequence.
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Component Technology Performance/Size

Compute Nodes dual CPU 12 Core Xeon E5-2680-v3 96 nodes/2304 cores

Memory Distributed DDR4 12.2 TB

Shared Disk Lustre, parallel file system 10 PB replicated, 34 OSS, 153 OST

Table 4.1 : Technical specifications of Wrangler cluster at TACC

Parameter Value

Dataset x, y, z

Time step (ΔT ) 0.01

Number of time steps (T ) 5,000,000

System parameters (σ, ρ, β) (10, 28, 2.667)

Table 4.2 : Parameters used to generate Lorenz63 dataset

Parameter Value

Dataset 8 components of X

Time step (ΔT ) 0.005

Number of time steps (T ) 1,000,000

System parameters (F, c, b, h, e, d) (20, 10, 10, 1, 10, 10)

Table 4.3 : Parameters used to generate Lorenz96 dataset
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4.1 Experimental analysis of Lorenz63 prediction horizon

We used the same ESN architecture introduced by [1]. The main parameters used to

produce the results in this thesis in comparison to those introduced by [1] are shown

in Table 4.4. To make sure our ESN has a nonlinear transformation to capture the

nonlinearity in Lorenz systems, our basis function expansion kept the odd columns

the same as in r(t), but changed even columns of r(t) as r̃i,j = ri,j−1 ri,j−2 while [1]

kept the first half of the elements as r(t), but the second half as r̃i = r2i .

Parameter Pathak et al. [1] Implemented

Dr: Reservoir Size 300 300,500,1000,1500

ρ: Spectral Radius 1.2,1.45 0.9

σ: Constant in Win Calculations 0.1 0.5

β: Constant in Wout Calculations 0 0.0001

Table 4.4 : Pathak’s ESN parameters vs. ESN parameters used in this thesis

Using the above ESN reservoir parameters, we were able to get results similar to [1].

We used a training length of 40,000 time steps = 200 MTU and tested the network

on a prediction length of 2,000 time steps = 10 MTU. Figure 4.1 shows the model

prediction (red) for the reservoir of size 1,500 and the true trajectories (blue) of

Lorenz63 for 0 ≤ MTU ≤ 10 for the three variables of the system with the training

started at the IC that produced the best prediction horizon. The ESN was able to

generate short-term predictions matching the true Lorenz trajectories for ≈ 5 MTU.

However, after that the prediction deviates from the trajectories due to the chaotic

dynamics of the system.
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Figure 4.1 : Prediction vs. Truth for the best initial condition of Lorenz63
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In order to test the robustness of ESN in response to the random initialization of Win

and A, we executed 10 runs with different initialization seeds. Figure 4.2 shows the

L2-norm for 10 runs for a prediction horizon of 10 MTU and the initial condition that

generated the best prediction horizon. The L2-norm e(t) is calculated as:

e(t) =
||Xtrue(t)−Xpred(t)||

[||Xtrue(t)||]

Here, Xtrue(t) is the data at time t obtained from the numerical solution (the true

trajectory), while Xpred(t) refers to the predicted value at t using ESN. The difference

between the truth and prediction is done over the three variables of the system, then

we took the norm to get one value for each t. [.] in the above equation refers to

averaging over the truth norm through (2,000 time steps = 10 MTU).

Figure 4.2 : L2-norm for 10 runs for the best initial condition of Lorenz63
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From the figure above, it is obvious that the 10 runs are very close for sometime, but

diverge after a while. This indicates that the Wout and the prediction horizon are

very sensitive to the random initialization of Win and A.

Figure 4.3 shows a more precise measurement of the prediction horizon of the IC

with the best prediction horizon (the one that start at offset 2,400,000 of the dataset

produced by the numerical solver). Until 3.8 MTU (dotted), the average L2-norm of

the 10 runs (red) is close to the L2-norms produced by the standard deviation (STD)

from the mean (blue and green). The prediction horizon using the best initial con-

dition dropped from ≈ 5 MTU using one random run to 3.8 MTU averaging the 10

runs and stooped at the mean prediction horizon when the L2-norm is 0.3 (dashed).

The 0.3 L2-norm value was suggested by the researchers in [3] to be the L2-norm

threshold to report the model prediction horizon.

Figure 4.3 : Initial condition with the best prediction horizon of Lorenz63
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To test the robustness of ESN with respect to where we start the training sequence,

we ran the network to start from a 100 different ICs that cover the whole range of

the dataset produced by the numerical solver. The way we chose the IC is defined

by IC(i+ 1) = IC(i) + 50, 000, IC(0) = 0. This ensured that every initial condition

start 8,000 time steps after the endpoint of the prediction length of the previous IC

given that we have 40,000 training time steps and 2,000 testing time steps.

Figure 4.4 shows the frequency distribution of the predictions horizons for the 100

initial conditions.

Figure 4.4 : Frequency distribution of the prediction horizon of 100 ICs of Lorenz63

Using the statistical measures of the frequency distribution based on the mean and

standard deviation (red and blue), we classified the initial conditions into two classes:

Easy and Hard. The Easy initial conditions (light-green region) have prediction hori-

zons in the range between the mean+STD prediction horizons (3.2) and the maximum
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prediction horizon produced by the system (3.8) while The Hard initial conditions

(light-red region) have prediction horizons in the range between the minimum pre-

diction horizon produced by the system (0.1) and the mean-STD prediction horizons

(1.6). The prediction horizons were defined based on the L2-norm threshold men-

tioned earlier (0.3). In technical terms, an Easy IC is the one that will give a consid-

erable high prediction if the ESN starts training at its index, while the Hard IC will

result in a considerable low prediction if the ESN training begins at its position.

To complete the analysis, we marked the Easy ICs (green square) and Hard ICs (red

triangle) as shows in Figure 4.5. Although, this figure shows the positions of Easy

and Hard ICs, there is no clear patterns can be seen from the distribution of the Easy

and Hard ICs which is understandable due to the chaotic dynamics of the system.

Figure 4.5 : Easy vs. Hard initial conditions of Lorenz63
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4.2 Experimental analysis of Lorenz96 prediction horizon

The ESN was able to predict up to 3.8 MTU for a simple system as Lorenz63, however

it showed variation in the prediction horizon in response to different random runs of

the same initial condition and with respect to different initial conditions. We did the

same experimental analysis and procedure on Lorenz96. We used the ESN model and

implementation introduced by [3] with the parameters summarized in Table 4.5.

ESN parameter value

Dr: Reservoir Size 5,000

ρ: Spectral Radius 0.1

σ: Constant in Win Calculations 0.5

β: Constant in Wout Calculations 0.0001

train length: ESN Training Length 100,000 Δt = 500 MTU

predict length: ESN Prediction Length 2,000 Δt = 10 MTU

Table 4.5 : ESN parameters used for Lorenz96

Figure 4.6 shows the model prediction (red) for the reservoir of size 5,000 and the true

trajectories (blue) of the Lorenz system for 0 ≤ MTU ≤ 10 for the eight variables of

the system with the training started at the initial condition that produced the best

prediction horizon. The ESN was able to generate short-term predictions matching

the true Lorenz trajectories for ≈ 3 MTU. However, after that point the prediction

deviates from the trajectories due to the chaotic dynamics of the system.

Similar to the analysis done on Lorenz63, Figure 4.7 shows the L2-norm for 10 runs
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Figure 4.6 : Prediction vs. Truth for the best initial condition of Lorenz96
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for a prediction horizon of 10 MTU and the initial condition that produced the best

prediction horizon. From that figure, it is obvious that the 10 runs are tight for a

short time but diverge after a while. This indicates that the Wout and the prediction

horizon are very sensitive to the initialization of Win and A.

Figure 4.7 : L2-norm for 10 runs for the best initial condition of Lorenz96

Figure 4.8 illustrates the prediction horizon of the initial condition with the best pre-

diction horizon (the one that starts at data offset 228,750 of the dataset produced by

the numerical solver). Until 2.8 MTU (dotted), the average L2-norm of the 10 runs

(red) is tight to the L2-norms produced by the STD from the mean (blue and green).

The prediction horizon using the best IC decreased from ≈ 3 MTU using a random

run to 2.8 MTU averaging the 10 runs and stooped at the mean prediction horizon

when the L2-norm is 0.3 (dashed).

To check the robustness of ESN in response to the change of ICs, We ran the network
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Figure 4.8 : Initial condition with the best prediction horizon of Lorenz96

to start from 100 different ICs that covers the whole range of the dataset produced

by the numerical solver. We chose the IC using: IC(i+1) = IC(i)+9150, IC(0) = 0.

This secured that the testing sequences don’t overlap, and are independent and iden-

tically distributed. Figure 4.9 shows the frequency distribution of the predictions

horizons for the 100 ICs.

Using the statistical measures of the frequency distribution based on the mean and

STD (red and blue), The Easy initial conditions (light-green region) have predic-

tion horizons in the range between the mean+STD prediction horizons (1.6) and the

maximum prediction horizon produced by the system (2.8), while The Hard initial

conditions (light-red region) have prediction horizons in the range between the mini-

mum prediction horizon produced by the system (0.4) and the mean-STD prediction

horizons (0.8). In Figure 4.10, we marked the Easy and Hard ICs. Although this
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Figure 4.9 : Frequency distribution of the prediction horizon of 100 ICs of Lorenz96

figure shows the positions of Eady and Hard, no clear patterns can be seen from the

distribution of the Easy and Hard ICs. However, it is worth mentioning that most

Easy ICs start in the first quarter of the dataset produced by the numerical solver;

that is locations before 250,000.
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Figure 4.10 : Easy vs. Hard initial conditions of Lorenz96

4.3 Summary of experimental findings

From the experimental analyses in the above sections, it is clear that the Lorenz96

prediction horizon is much less than what Lorenz63 can predict. This makes sense

because Lorenz96 has more variables and is much more chaotic than Lorenz63. This

also explains the large deviation between the different runs of the same IC after

the highest prediction is reached, which is more clear in Lorenz96 than in Lorenz63.

Through the analyses, we defined the Easy and Hard ICs based on their prediction

horizons. No obvious patterns were found through the defined horizons with respect

to initial conditions, however, Lorenz96 shows that high prediction horizons happen

when initial conditions start in the first 25% of the observed dataset.

In the next chapter, we will give some intuition and steps to analyze ESN to check

how far it can capture the components of Lorenz systems.
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Chapter 5

Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter, we start by presenting some analysis and visualization to see if ESN

can capture the components of Lorenz systems through the training phase. We also

discuss some challenges and open problems that can be addressed by interested re-

searchers. In the last section, we summarize the outcomes of the thesis.

5.1 Discussion and insights for future directions

This section starts by showing some interesting figures through the use of UMAP

[17] and KMeans that shows that ESN can give an approximation to the compo-

nents of Lorenz systems especially Lorenz63. The discussion in this chapter and the

analysis done in the previous chapter raised some challenges and open problems that

researchers can build on to better understand the chaotic behavior of these systems.

5.1.1 Steps towards capturing the components of Lorenz systems

In the previous chapter, we presented some analysis and visualization that show the

prediction horizon for both Lorenz63 and Lorenz96. Running ESN on 100 initial con-

ditions shows that some initial conditions give better prediction horizons than others.

An interesting feature to check is to see if ESN can capture the components of the

system during the network’s training phase and if it is sensitive to ICs. To do this

analysis, we explored r(t) of size (reservoir sizeXtrain length) which is the matrix

of interest that stores the reservoir states over the training period. However, it will be
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hard to visualize such a matrix because of its high dimensions. Therefore, UMAP is

used to reduce the dimensions of r(t). For the sake of clear visualization and analysis,

we set UMAP to do the embedding using 2 components.

An important point to discuss is whether we should analyze and embed r(t) or its

transpose. If r(t) is embedded, the time dimension will be lost and no intuitions about

the evolution and trajectory of the reservoir states over time could be captured. How-

ever, analyzing the transpose of r(t) of size (train lengthXreservoir size) keeps the

time dimension and gives us a chance to analyze the reservoir states and trajectories

over the training length even in the UMAP 2D space.

As we mentioned in Chapter 3, the UMAP function to do the embedding has 4 main

parameters to tune. We found that the best set of parameters for UMAP are the ones

stated in Table 5.1.

UMAP parameter value

n components: The reduced dimension space 2

metric: Controls how distance is computed correlation,cosine,euclidean

n neighbors: Neighbors to consider learning the data structure 5,10,15,20,25,30,35

min dist: Controls how tight to pack points together 0.1,0.2,0.3

Table 5.1 : UMAP embedding parameters

For the rest of the experiments in this chapter, we chose the set of values that gives

the best results for Lorenz63 with reservoir size 1,500 and Lorenz96 with reservoir

size 5,000 which are (metric = euclidean, n neighbors = 35,min dist = 0.3).

It is easier to visualize Lorenz63 in 2D because it has fewer variables, the training

length of ESN is only 200 MTU and the reservoir size is 1,500. After applying UMAP
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with 2 components on the transpose of r(t), we got an embedded matrix of size

(40, 000X2) which is easier to visualize. For Lorenz63, we chose to analyze the ESN

networks that are trained to start at the initial conditions with the highest and lowest

prediction horizon; namely 2,400,000 with (3.8 MTU) and 3,850,000 with (0.1 MTU)

to see if they can capture the components of Lorenz63 which are known and proven

by other researchers to contain two attractors [4, 7]. Figure 5.1 shows that using both

ICs, ESN was able to capture the components of the system during training time.

The (green square) highlights the start point of the trajectory while the (red circle)

represents the endpoint of the trajectory.

Figure 5.1 : UMAP embedding of the reservoir states for the easiest and hardest ICs

of Lorenz63

(a) Embedding for the easiest IC (b) Embedding for the hardest IC

Notice the overlap between the start and endpoints of the trajectory at the border

between the two lobes in the case of the hardest IC in (b). The trajectory started

at the border and faced difficulties, in the beginning, finding one of the two lobes,

then it ends at the border as well which is the start of the prediction horizon. As the

prediction starts at the border, it was difficult for the network to do a good prediction
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because it couldn’t locate either of the two lobes at the beginning and the L2-norm

exceeded the threshold of 0.3 and reported the prediction horizon of this IC. On the

contrary in (a), the training ended in one of the two lobes where the prediction starts

which resulted in the highest prediction horizon of the network through all ICs. Fig-

ure 5.2 highlighted the changes in L2-norm based on the trajectory of the IC with the

lowest prediction horizon. The explained phenomenon can be followed to distinguish

between the Easy and Hard ICs in Lorenz63.

Figure 5.2 : L2-norm for 10 runs for the hardest initial condition of Lorenz63

A similar analysis was done on Lorenz96, however, it is hard to visualize it due to the

complexity of the system, having a training length of 500 MTU and a reservoir size of

5,000. Thus, it is expected not to be able to visualize the system components in 2D

space. However, we believe that similar results about the classification of Hard and

Easy ICs can be reached once the components are identified. Interested researchers
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can use the provided code snippets and the repository in Appendix B to draw the

states trajectories in motion to see how the system transition between the different

components during the training horizon. Figure 5.3 shows the states trajectories

based on the UMAP embedding in 2D. The (green square) highlights the start point

of the trajectory, while the (red circle) represents the endpoint of the trajectory.

Figure 5.3 : UMAP embedding of the reservoir states for the easiest and hardest ICs

of Lorenz96

(a) Embedding for the easiest IC (b) Embedding for the hardest IC

One more step towards understanding ESN and if it can capture the Lorenz sys-

tem components is to cluster the 2D UMAP embedding and provide some statistical

insights on which number of clusters best group the points during the ESN train-

ing horizon. Again, we focused on analyzing the easiest and hardest ICs for both

Lorenz systems as representatives to the range of ICs used in each Lorenz system.

For Lorenz63, we tested the number of clusters (K) using KMeans ranging from 2

to 20 because it is already known that the number of components of Lorenz63 is 2.

However, we tested the clusters from 5 to 20 for Lorenz96 as researchers [6] believe

it has a higher number of components than Lorenz 63. We used the Silhouette score
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as the measure to conclude which K better groups the states during the training pe-

riod. The higher the Silhouette score the better because it means that the point is

tighter to its cluster compared to other clusters. The definition and equation for the

Silhouette score can be found in Appendix A.

Using the UMAP parameters defined above, Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show that in both

cases of the ICs, KMeans using the Silhouette score suggested the number of compo-

nents captured during ESN training to be 3. This might be confusing because it is

known that the number of components of Lorenz63 is 2, however, if you take a closer

look at Figure 5.1 you will notice some transition states between the main two lobes

which is considered by KMeans as a cluster. Figure 5.6 shows the KMeans clustering

of the reservoir states for the easiest and hardest ICs of Lorenz63.

It is even much more complicated when dealing with Lorenz96. Figure 5.7 shows that

KMeans suggests K = 6 or 7 as the best number of clusters to group the system states

using the Silhouette score. This might be because we have a cluster of training states

that confused KMeans to consider them as a cluster, however, it is hard to validate

this point for Lorenz96 due to the high dimensionality and chaos of the system. On

the other hand, Figure 5.8 captures K = 5,6,7 or 8 in parts of the training period

which makes sense because this corresponds to the Hardest IC which has a prediction

horizon of 0.4 MTU and is expected not to capture similar components as in the

easiest IC case.

The analysis done in this subsection gave a flavor of the kind of analysis that can

be done to capture the components of Lorenz systems. However, this work should

be validated further as it didn’t capture the exact number of system components for

Lorenz63 and produced inconsistent components for Lorenz96.
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Figure 5.4 : Clustering of reservoir states for the easiest IC of Lorenz63

(a) All clusters

(b) Clusters 2:5
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Figure 5.5 : Clustering of reservoir states for the hardest IC of Lorenz63

(a) All clusters

(b) Clusters 2:5
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Figure 5.6 : KMeans of the reservoir states for the easiest and hardest ICs of Lorenz63

(a) K=3 for the easiest IC (b) K=3 for the hardest IC

Figure 5.7 : Clustering of reservoir states for the easiest IC of Lorenz96

(a) All clusters

(b) Clusters 5:8
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Figure 5.8 : Clustering of reservoir states for the hardest ICs of Lorenz96

(a) All clusters

(b) Clusters 5:8
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5.1.2 Challenges and open problems for future work

Although this thesis gave some analysis of ESN applied to Lorenz systems to know

the locations of initial conditions that result in high or low prediction horizons, it is

still a challenge to extract a pattern of the prediction horizons according to the initial

conditions, not only knowing the positions of the Easy and Hard initial conditions,

but also to locate any hidden repeated patterns of initial conditions (positions) that

are expected to have similar prediction horizons. Using more initial conditions and a

different way of sampling them might help in achieving this goal. Also, you can use

other statistical measures to define the Easy and Hard ICs.

Also, more research can be done to extract the components of Lorenz systems. It was

hard to visualize the states through time in 2D especially for Lorenz96, researchers

can look into techniques and libraries (such as Datashader) that can help in having a

better visualization of reservoir states and defining interesting clusters that can help

to determine the components of the systems. Using such visualizations (if possible)

can be combined with UMAP to do the embedding in higher dimensional space and

allow researchers to look for interesting clusters of states.

Although ESN performs better than other techniques in understanding the dynamics

of Lorenz systems [1, 3], it is always an open challenge to develop techniques that can

perform better in response to the challenges addressed in this thesis.

5.2 Conclusion

The experimental analysis on ESN aligned with what was published and discussed by

other researchers about the predictability of ESN [3, 1] when applied to dynamical

and chaotic systems. In this thesis, we showed that ESN experienced some variability
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in prediction when changing the random initialization ofWin and A matrices. We also

showed and explained that initial conditions can result in very different prediction

horizons depending on where they are located in the dataset time horizon. Finally, we

gave some insight and intuition on how to use both UMAP and KMeans to capture

the components of Lorenz systems. In conclusion, ESN is a good start to understand

the dynamical changes of chaotic systems, however extra research and development

are needed to have a stable surrogate model that we can rely on when we deal with

chaotic systems.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Definitions

• Epoch: one forward pass and one backward pass through all training examples.

• Lyapunov exponent (λ): a number to indicate the degree of divergence or

rate of separation of nearby trajectories. Given two points in space, P0 and

P0 +ΔP0, the Lyapunov exponent is defined as:

λ = lim
t−→∞,|ΔP0−→0|

1

t
ln
���ΔP (P0, t)

ΔP0

���

• Manifold: a topological space where a group of points form a certain kind of set

which is locally Euclidean, such as a topologically closed surface or something

similar in three or more dimensions. An n-dimensional topological manifold M

is a topological Hausdorff space with a countable base which is locally homeo-

morphic to Rn, and every point p ∈ M there is an open neighbourhood of U

of p and a homeomorphism h : U −→ V which maps the set U onto an open set

V ⊂ Rn.

• Model Time Unit (MTU): related to the time step Δt of the numerical

solver and the largest Lyapunov Exponent λmax and is defined as:

1 MTU = 200Δt ≈ 4.5/λmax

• Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE): a differential equation that has

one or more functions of one independent variable and the derivatives of those

functions. It is used to model multi-dimensional dynamical systems.
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• Partial Differential Equation (PDE): a differential equation that has mul-

tivariable functions of many independent variables and their partial derivatives.

• Prandtl number (Pr): a dimensionless number which is defined as the ratio

of momentum diffusivity ν to thermal diffusivity α. The momentum diffusivity

ν is the ratio of the viscosity µ to the density of the fluid ρ, while the thermal

diffusivity α is is the thermal conductivity k divided by density ρ and specific

heat capacity at constant pressure cp. Thus, the Prandtl number (Pr) is defined

as:

Pr =
ν

α
=

µ/ρ

k/(ρcp)
=

cpµ

k

• Principal Component Analysis (PCA): a statistical technique that uses

an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of values of possibly correlated

variables into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal

components.

• Rayleigh number (Ra): a dimensionless number which describes the fluid’s

flow regime if it is laminar or turbulent.

• Root mean squared error (RMSE): a measure of the differences between

values predicted by a model Ŷ and the observed values Y .For a vector of obser-

vations Y = (Y1, Y2, ..., Yn) and a vector of predictions Ŷ = (Ŷ1, Ŷ2, ..., Ŷn), the

RMSE is defined as:

RMSE(Y, Ŷ ) =

��N
i=1(Yi − Ŷi)2

N

• Silhouette score: a measure of how similar a point is to its own cluster com-

pared to other clusters. Assuming d(i, j) is the distance between points i and j
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in cluster Ci, Intra(i) is the mean distance between point i and and all other

data points in the same cluster, and Inter(i) is the smallest mean distance be-

tween i to all points in any other cluster, of which i is not a member. Thus, the

Silhouette score S(i) for a point i is defined as:

S(i) =
Inter(i)− Intra(i)

max(Intra(i), Inter(i))
,

Intra(i) =
1

|Ci|− 1

�

j∈Ci,i�=j

d(i, j),

Inter(i) = mink �=i
1

|Ck|
�

j∈Ck

d(i, j)

The best value is 1 and the worst value is -1. Values near 0 indicate overlapping

clusters while negative values indicate that a sample has been assigned to the

wrong cluster.

• t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) : a non-linear

dimensionality reduction technique [14] used for embedding high-dimensional

data in a low-dimensional space of 2 or 3 dimensions that is suitable for visual-

ization of data distribution and formation of clusters.
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Appendices

Appendix B: Useful code snippets

We forked the GitHub repository attached to the paper [3] and customized the ESN

code to analyze the dynamics of Lorenz63 and Lorenz96 systems. We also used the

UMAP software [27] to do dimension reduction, clustering, and visualization of the

reservoir states and inputs for both Lorenz systems. All of the code snippets used

in this thesis along with some of the resulting plots can be accessed at: https:

//github.com/Mohamed-Abdelrahman/RCESN_spatio_temporal.

In this Appendix, we discuss in a high-level some of the functions used in the thesis

to guide the researchers who want to duplicate or build on this work:

• The following function train reservoir trains the ESN network based on some

parameters and has the following inputs and outputs:

Input:

data, Model and Reservoir Parameters

(reservoir size, radius, degree, numberOfInputV ariables(N), ...).

Output:

A(reservoir size, reservoir size)

Win(reservoir size, data.rows)

Wout(data.rows, reservoir size)

X(reservoir size)

states(reservoir size, train length)
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# Example wi th some va l u e s f o r a l l v a r i a b l e s

app r o x r e s s i z e = 5000

res params = { ’ r ad iu s ’ : 0 . 1 ,

’ degree ’ : 3 ,

’ sigma ’ : 0 . 5 ,

’ t r a i n l e n g t h ’ : 100000 ,

’D ’ : app r ox r e s s i z e ,

’ num inputs ’ : 8 ,

’ p r e d i c t l e n g t h ’ : 2000 ,

’ beta ’ : 0 .0001

}

import numpy as np

import s c ipy . spa r s e as spa r s e

X, Wout , A, Win , s t a t e s = t r a i n r e s e r v o i r ( res params , data )

• The following function predict takes the trained network and predicts some

future steps and has the following inputs and outputs:

Input: A,Win, res params,X,Wout

Output: Output(data.rows, predict length)

import numpy as np

Output = pr ed i c t (A, Win , res params , X, Wout)

• The following function reduces the dimensions of data to a UMAP embedding of

dimensions (data.rows,N). The reduction is based on the parameters (N, i, j, k)
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which represents the number of components, number of neighbors, minimum

distance and the distance metric:

embedding = umap .UMAP( n components=N,

n ne ighbors=i ,

min d i s t=j ,

metr ic=k ) . f i t t r a n s f o rm

( data )

• The following code snippet saves to png files the truth vs. prediction figures,

calculates the Mean Squared Error between them:

# Example wi th Lorenz 96 which has 8 input v a r i a b l e s

# Pred i c t i on l en g t h i s 2000 in the example

# Div id ing by 200 , because we are us ing MTU on the X ax i s

import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t

p l t . f i g u r e ( f i g s i z e =(16 , 32) )

for k in range (0 , 8 ) :

# Draw 8 s u b p l o t s in the same f i g u r e

p l t . subp lot (8 , 1 , k + 1)

# Pred i c t i on i s o f (8 , res params [ ’ p r e d i c t l e n g t h ’ ] )

# Divide time by 200 to conver t to MTU

p l t . p l o t ( ( np . arange (0 , res params [ ’ p r e d i c t l e n g t h ’ ] ) ) / 2 0 0 ,

p r ed i c t i o n [ k , : ] , c o l o r=’ red ’ , l a b e l= ’ Pred ’ )

p l t . p l o t ( ( np . arange (0 , res params [ ’ p r e d i c t l e n g t h ’ ] ) ) / 2 0 0 ,

t ruth [ k , : ] , c o l o r=’ blue ’ , l a b e l=’ Truth ’ )

# Ca l cu l a t i n g RMSE between t r u t h and p r e d i c t i on
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rmse = np . sq r t ( ( np . square ( t ruth [ k , : ] −

p r ed i c t i o n [ k , : ] ) ) . mean( ax i s=None ) )

# Labe l y a x i s and put MSE as par t o f i t

p l t . y l ab e l ( ’X ’ + str ( k ) + ”\n” + ”RMSE = ” +

str (np . round( rmse , 4 ) ) )

p l t . x l ab e l ( ’MTU’ )

# Set the range o f va l u e s in the x−ax i s

p l t . xl im (0 ,10 )

# Set the t i c k marks ( l a b e l s ) o f the x−ax i s

p l t . x t i c k s ( [ 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , 1 0 ] )

p l t . l egend ( l o c=’ upper r i g h t ’ )

p l t . s a v e f i g ( ”Truth vs . P r ed i c t i on . png” )

• The following code snippet draws the reservoir states as points in scattered

plots. It is used on the embedded matrix of (data.rows, 2) to draw the reduced

states space over time in 2D to study the states clusters. You can draw the

states in steps instead of the whole range of time steps by controlling the step,

min rane and max range variables:

import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t

# s i s the marker ( po in t ) s i z e on the p l o t , s e t s to 1

p l t . s c a t t e r ( embedding [ : , 0 ] , embedding [ : , 1 ] , s=1)

If you want to see the states in steps instead of the whole range of time steps,

you can use the following code snippet to save the stepped states plots:

import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
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# Var iab l e used to enumerate f i g u r e s

num = 0

# Sta r t time s t ep index o f the embedded matrix

min range = 0

# End time s t ep index o f the embedded matrix

max range = 100000

# Step to draw the s t a t e s p l o t o f the embedded matrix

s tep = 1000

# Get the minimum va lue o f component 1 o f embedding

# −5 f o r b e t t e r v i s u a l i z a t i o n

min x = np .min( embedding [ : , 0 ] ) −5

# Get the maximum va lue o f component 1 o f embedding

# +5 fo r b e t t e r v i s u a l i z a t i o n

max x = np .max( embedding [ : , 0 ] )+5

# Get the minimum va lue o f component 2 o f embedding

# −5 f o r b e t t e r v i s u a l i z a t i o n

min y = np .min( embedding [ : , 1 ] ) −5

# Get the maximum va lue o f component 2 o f embedding

# +5 fo r b e t t e r v i s u a l i z a t i o n

max y = np .max( embedding [ : , 1 ] )+5

for i in range ( min range , max range , s tep ) :

# To avoid ove r l app ing p l o t s in the same f i g u r e

p l t . f i g u r e (num)

# c fo r the sequence o f co l o r s p e c i f i c a t i o n s o f each s t ep

# s i s the marker ( po in t ) s i z e on the p l o t , s e t s to 1
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p l t . s c a t t e r ( embedding [ i : i+step , 0 ] ,

embedding [ i : i+step , 1 ] ,

c o l o r=’#0000FF ’ ,

s=1 ,

l a b e l=’ S ta t e s t r a j e c t o r y ’ ) )

# Labe l s f o r x−ax i s and y−ax i s o f the p l o t

p l t . x l ab e l ( ’ Component 1 ’ )

p l t . y l ab e l ( ’ Component 2 ’ )

# Ti t l e o f the p l o t named a f t e r the range o f time s t e p s

p l t . t i t l e ( str ( i )+” t o ” + str ( i+step ) )

# Spec i f y i n g the axes l im i t s

p l t . xl im (min x , max x )

p l t . yl im (min y , max y )

# Saving the p l o t in the same path as the code

# Figure named a f t e r the range o f time s t e p s

p l t . s a v e f i g ( path + str ( i ) +” t o ” + str ( i+step ) + ” . png” )

# Adding one to change the number o f next f i g u r e

num += 1

• The following code snippet draws the trajectory Plots as lines to show a static

picture of the transition of states through time. I used it mainly on the embed-

ded matrix of (data.rows, 2) to draw the reduced states space over time in 2D

to study the states trajectories:

import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t

# lw i s the l i n e width in points , s e t lw to 2
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# ms i s the marker ( po in t ) s i z e on the p lo t , s e t ms to 1

p l t . p l o t ( embedding [ : , 0 ] , embedding [ : , 1 ] , lw=2, ms=1)

• The following code snippet saves to a gif file the trajectory plot in motion of

the transition of states for the first 1000 training time steps:

import numpy as np

from matp lo t l i b import pyplot as p l t

from matp lo t l i b . animation import FuncAnimation

p l t . s t y l e . use ( ’ seaborn−pa s t e l ’ )

f i g = p l t . f i g u r e ( )

ax = p l t . axes ( xlim=(np .min( embedding [ : , 0 ] ) ,

np .max( embedding [ : , 0 ] ) ) ,

yl im=(np .min( embedding [ : , 1 ] ) ,

np .max( embedding [ : , 1 ] ) ) )

l i n e , = ax . p l o t ( [ ] , [ ] , lw=2, ms=1)

def i n i t ( ) :

l i n e . s e t da t a ( [ ] , [ ] )

return l i n e ,

xdata , ydata = [ ] , [ ]

def animate ( i ) :

x = embedding [ i +1000 ,0]
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y = embedding [ i +1000 ,1]

xdata . append (x )

ydata . append (y )

l i n e . s e t da t a ( xdata , ydata )

return l i n e ,

anim = FuncAnimation ( f i g , animate , i n i t f u n c=i n i t ,

frames=1000 , i n t e r v a l =20, b l i t=True )

anim . save ( f i l ename + ’ . g i f ’ , w r i t e r=’ imagemagick ’ )

• The following function clusters the embedded matrix of (data.rows, 2) to k

clusters using KMeans and get the indices of points for each cluster for further

analysis:

from s k l e a rn . c l u s t e r import KMeans

# random state Determines random number genera t ion

# fo r c en t ro i d i n i t i a l i z a t i o n .

# Set random state to 0 or used the d e f a u l t va lue (None)

kmeans = KMeans( n c l u s t e r s=k , random state =0). f i t ( embedding )

# Get the i n d i c e s o f po in t s f o r each c l u s t e r

# and s t o r e them in array .

array = { i : np . where ( kmeans . l a b e l s == i ) [ 0 ]

for i in range ( kmeans . n c l u s t e r s )}

• The following code snippet calculates the silhouette score for a given data

(UMAP embedding) and the labels of the points after clustering:
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from s k l e a rn . met r i c s import s i l h o u e t t e s c o r e

# The b e s t score va lue i s 1 and the worst va lue i s −1.

# Values near 0 i n d i c a t e ove r l app ing c l u s t e r s .

# Negat ive va l u e s g e n e r a l l y i n d i c a t e t ha t

# a sample has been as s i gned to the wrong c l u s t e r .

s c o r e = s i l h o u e t t e s c o r e ( embedding , kmeans . l a b e l s )
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